Abstract Depth-varying characteristics of high-frequency seismic radiation for megathrust earthquakes have been inferred from several recent giant earthquakes and large tsunami earthquakes. To quantify any depth dependence more extensively, we analyzed 114 M w ≥ 7.0 thrust-faulting earthquakes with centroid depths from 5 to 55 km on circum-Pacific megathrusts using teleseismic body wave finite-fault inversions and source spectrum determinations. Large tsunami earthquakes and some other shallow events at depths less than about 18 km have unusually long source durations, and low values of static stress drop (Δσ E ), V r 3 Δσ E , and apparent stress, with relatively depleted high-frequency radiation. Deeper events have no clear global trend with source depth for moment-normalized centroid time or total duration, static stress drop, moment-scaled radiated energy, apparent stress, or radiation efficiency. Regional behavior among the 17 sampled subduction zones generally conforms to the global composite. The source spectra have high-frequency logarithmic spectral decay slopes averaging~À1.6. There is relative enrichment in high-frequency spectral levels with increasing source depth manifested in reduced high-frequency spectral decay slope. The ratio of high-frequency (0.3-1 Hz) radiated energy to total energy increases correspondingly. These observations suggest that overall dynamic rupture processes are relatively insensitive to source depth, but varying scale lengths of megathrust heterogeneity may contribute to modest enrichment of high-frequency seismic radiation for events deeper on the megathrust. A weak correlation of higher estimated average megathrust temperature at 30 km depth with higher spectral decay rate indicates that the depth-varying pattern may in part result from frictional properties being influenced by temperature variations or by systematic reduction of average attenuation with increasing depth along the megathrust.
Introduction
Devastating tsunami and strong ground shaking are two principal hazards from large earthquakes located in subduction zones [e.g., Kanamori, 2014] . Motivated by recent occurrence of several giant earthquakes and large tsunami earthquakes, along with improved resolution of finite-fault slip distributions from inversions of seismic and geodetic observations and new backprojection methods for imaging coherent high-frequency (HF) radiation from the rupture area, proposed the conceptual model for megathrust ruptures shown in Figure 1 . They introduced depth-varying domains A, B, C, and D with distinct seismic radiation characteristics that provide a general framework for considering hazards for large interplate events. There is very little high frequency seismic radiation but strong tsunami excitation from the shallowest domain A, where tsunami earthquakes and some slow slip events occur. Modest levels of spatially distributed high-frequency radiation and large slip are typical for the central domain B, where most megathrust events occur. Concentrated bursts of high-frequency radiation during domain C events at depths of 30-50 km accentuate strong ground-shaking hazard from the deeper ruptures. Domain D represents a transition at the deep edge of the seismogenic zone, observed only in some regions, with diverse occurrence of slow slip events, lowfrequency earthquakes, and/or seismic tremor.
in Japan demonstrated that both depth-varying source radiation and path attenuation variations account for observed ground-shaking patterns . Studies such as Choy et al. [2006] , Venkataraman and Kanamori [2004] , and Ye et al. [2012a Ye et al. [ , 2012b Ye et al. [ , 2013a Ye et al. [ , 2013b have demonstrated the distinct seismic radiation characteristics of off-megathrust intraplate faulting, both for outer trench slope faulting and intraslab faulting downdip of the megathrust. Thus, careful identification of megathrust events is required. It is still challenging to seek any depthvarying rupture characteristics for confidently identified events on global subduction zone megathrusts due to limited availability of regional broadband observations and because earthquakes are intrinsically diverse, with substantial variability in rupture processes and strong along-strike variations [El Hariri et al., 2013; Ye et al., 2012a Ye et al., , 2013b . Fortunately, Ye et al. [2013a] found good consistency in overall characteristics of teleseismic and regional EGF-corrected source spectra, giving confidence that teleseismic estimates can provide reliable relative source characteristics up to 1-2 Hz. Building on that study, we systematically analyze source characteristics using teleseismic data for large interplate earthquakes in global subduction zones.
The data set used in this study is the same as in Ye et al. [2016: henceforth called Paper 1]. Paper 1 focuses on scaling relationships for various source parameters of major and great interplate earthquakes. We use the same measurements for 114 M w ≥ 7 earthquakes from 1990 to 2015 (Figure 2 ), identified as megathrust ruptures based on their locations, source depths (from~5 km to 55 km), and focal mechanisms. All of the measurements and finite-fault inversions use only global broadband body wave observations for frequencies below 1-2 Hz. This paper focuses on the faulting characteristics in the context of tectonic environment and source depth, drawing upon the scaling relations established in Paper 1. Given the intrinsic limitations of source parameter estimates inferred from finite-fault inversions that use only teleseismic data and far-field source spectrum estimates and the variety of subduction zone environments in which the earthquakes occur, large scatter is expected. We seek any underlying systematic behavior that can be confidently resolved. It is just as important to document any lack of depth dependence of source behavior as any systematic change with source depth.
Due to the strong trade-off between estimated static stress drop and assumed rupture expansion velocity (V r ) for time domain finite-fault inversions using only teleseismic data, we follow Paper 1 in subdividing all events into either group 1 (18 events) having independent constraints on V r from prior studies or group 2 (96 events) lacking independent V r constraints. For group 2, finite-fault inversions with V r = 2.0, 2.5, and 3.0 km/s were performed. Details of the data selection and finite-fault inversions are presented in Paper 1, and a link to digital information is given in the acknowledgment. Figure 3 shows three examples of finite-fault models for earthquakes at various depths. Text S1 in the supporting information displays all the finite-fault solutions for group 1 and V r = 2.5 km/s models for group 2 on regional maps for the 17 subduction zones sampled by our events. For each event we determined the moment rate function from finite-fault inversions of teleseismic body waves filtered in the frequency band 0.005-0.9 Hz, the average focal mechanism from planar fault models with variable subfault rake, the space-time slip distribution and subfault source time functions parameterized by multiple overlapping triangular subevents, and the shear stress distribution for the final slip model. For these finite-fault rupture solutions, we computed the seismic moment (M 0 ), rupture centroid depth (H c ) estimated by average depth of the slip distribution, and averages of source rigidity (μ), P wave velocity (V p ), S wave velocity (V s ), and density (ρ) over the slip distribution. The source centroid time (T c ) Figure 1 . Schematic cross section of a generic interplate subduction zone megathrust fault with four domains of depth-varying rupture characteristics: A, near-trench domain where either low radiated energy tsunami earthquakes occur or anelastic deformation and stable sliding accommodate interplate deformation; B, central megathrust domain where large coseismic slip occurs with moderate high-frequency (HF) seismic radiation; C, downdip domain where moderate coseismic slip occurs with relatively enhanced levels of high-frequency seismic radiation; and D, transitional domain, only present in some areas, typically those with a young subducting plate, where slow slip events, low-frequency earthquakes (LFEs), and seismic tremor occur. (Modified from and Kanamori [2014] ).
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and total duration (T d ) measured from the origin time are determined from the corresponding moment rate function. Average static stress drop (Δσ E ) weighted by the slip distribution is computed following the method of . In Paper 1 summary rupture parameters for all of the finite-fault models were evaluated by comparing the seismic moment, centroid time and centroid source depths with corresponding values from the Global Centroid Moment Tensor (GCMT) catalog (http://www.globalcmt.org/CMTsearch.html) [Ekström et al., 2012] , and W phase inversions [Duputel et al., 2013] . Given the spatial finiteness of the large earthquakes considered, we use the average source depths, with ±5 km uncertainty, rather than hypocentral depths, when examining depth-varying characteristics in this paper. The actual average slip versus depth distribution for each rupture model is displayed in Text S1.
Source Duration and Static Stress Drop
Source Duration
Earthquake characteristic source duration, τ, (parameterized by either source duration T d or centroid time T c in our measurements) generally scales with seismic moment, M 0 , and other source parameters by
where L is a general rupture dimension, V r is the rupture velocity, and Δσ is the static stress drop. This assumes a simple rupture expansion and that width scales with L. Paper 1 confirmed the dominance of cube root scaling of seismic moment for both characteristic source time measurements for our events, with little dependence on parameters used in obtaining the corresponding finite-fault models. Figure 4a shows the moment-scaled centroid time, T c N = T c × (M 0ref /M 0 ) 1/3 , where M 0ref is 1.16 × 10 18 N m (M w~6 ) and centroid time T c is measured from the moment rate function of our finite-fault models. The average moment-scaled centroid time for all 114 great and major events is~2.9 s. It is~2.8 s if we exclude the five labeled tsunami earthquakes [Polet and Kanamori, 2009] . There is no significant depth variation in the moment-scaled centroid time estimations, T c N , apart from the shallow tsunami earthquake behavior (Figure 4a ). The 15 August 2007 M w 8.0 Pisco, Peru earthquake stands out with a significantly long centroid time due to its compound rupture process with a~60 s hiatus in the seismic radiation between doublet events [Lay et al., 2010] . The centroid times are quite robust estimates, with little influence of model assumptions. Centroid Depth (km) Figure 2 . Epicentral locations indicated by best double-couple focal mechanisms from the Global Centroid Moment Tensor (GCMT) catalog for the 114 major and great (M w ≥ 7) megathrust earthquakes from 1990 to 2015 analyzed in this study. Focal mechanism radius is scaled proportional to M w , and color indicates GCMT centroid depth. All major and great interplate thrust events for which reliable source parameter estimates could be made are included.
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The total source duration measure, T d , is a somewhat more uncertain parameter, as it is influenced by the inadequacy of the Green's functions for accounting for water reverberations and late scattered waves. We obtained T d estimates by eye in Paper I, ignoring very weak tails in our moment rate functions, as these may be artifacts due to inaccurate modeling of the coda, but the nature of the inversions with positivity constraint is such that these measurements may still be biased a bit long. In Figure 4b we combine our large event T d measurements with corresponding source duration measurements for smaller events from Bilek et al. [2012] and El Hariri et al. [2013] . The latter two studies estimated source duration from point source moment rate functions obtained by simultaneous deconvolution of teleseismic broadband P wave recordings without positivity constraint for 613 globally distributed interplate thrusting events with M w = 5.0-7.0.
The T d values in Figure 4b are again scaled by M 0 1/3 relative to the reference M 0ref = 1.122 × 10 18 N m and show similar behavior with source depth to that for centroid times (Figure 4a ). Here the preferred point source depths for the simultaneous deconvolutions [Bilek et al., 2012; El Hariri et al., 2013] are used for the smaller events. There is a greater spread in moment-scaled T d estimates for depths less than about 18 km (~15 km below the seafloor, assuming there is on average about 3 km of water above the subduction zone). While some of these are large tsunami earthquakes, others are smaller events that were not particularly tsunamigenic but do have very long scaled source durations. This shallow depth range corresponds to domain A in the model of Lay et al.
[2012] (Figure 1 ). 
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There is no clear trend for either moment-scaled T d or moment-scaled T c for depths larger than 18 km. The average moment-scaled T d for our large events is~8.0 s for 24 events with depths less than 18 km,~5.4 s for 90 events with larger depths, and~6.0 s overall (or~5.6 s excluding the five tsunami earthquakes). The average moment-scaled T c is~4.1 s and~2.8 s for the shallower and deeper event populations, respectively, which is consistent with the factor of slightly less than 2 ratio of T d /T c expected for the typical asymmetric triangular shapes of the moment rate functions. For the population of events with M w < 7.0 from El Hariri et al. [2013] and Bilek et al. [2012] , the average moment-scaled T d for all 123 shallower (<18 km) events is 5.5 s and for 490 deeper (18-60 km) events it is~4.3 s, both of which are shorter than our finite faultingbased durations. Our inclusion of large tsunami earthquakes affects the shallower distribution. The difference for deeper events may be due to intrinsic differences in estimating the total duration from simultaneously deconvolved point source source time functions without positivity constraint versus our estimates from moment rate functions for finite-fault inversions with a positivity constraint or it may reflect differences in signal-to-noise ratios between the populations.
The composite behavior of duration measures versus source depth is similarly reflected in the individual subduction zones. Plots of moment-scaled T c versus depth for events in the 17 sampled subduction zones are shown for each region in Text S1. Some regions have few major and great earthquakes, but others have moderate numbers allowing any local trends to be detected. The regional plots do not reveal any distinct behavior from the global composite in Figure 4 .
Static Stress Drop
The average static stress drop, proportional to the ratio of coseismic slip to a characteristic rupture dimension, is an important measure of the change of stress level on the fault due to the earthquake rupture process. There is large estimation uncertainty for stress drop due to limited resolution of rupture finiteness from teleseismic data only. This issue is extensively addressed in Paper 1, and the energy-related stress drop Δσ E , given by the spatial average of the stress drop weighted by slip Ye et al., 2013c] , is preferred as a 
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relatively robust stress drop measurement. Δσ E still varies systematically with rupture expansion velocity used in our finite-fault inversions for group 2 events (Table 2 in Paper 1). Figure 5a shows that there is no systematic global variation in stress drop Δσ E for the range of finite-fault inversions performed for each event in group 2 as a function of source depth H c . The overall average static stress drop is~4 MPa for all 114 M w 7-9 earthquakes we analyzed, with the estimates spanning values from 0.4 MPa to~40 MPa. Paper 1 demonstrated that Δσ E does not have systematic magnitude dependence either. The variation in Δσ E is largest among earthquakes with depths less than 18 km, and large tsunami earthquakes have relatively low values. However, the pattern is not as systematic or distinct as found for the duration estimates ( Figure 4 ) as there are comparably low stress drop events deeper on the megathrust as well as ordinary stress drop shallow events. The large stress drop for the 2 September 2007 M w 7.3 Santa Cruz event is uncertain due to difficulty in modeling strong P coda reverberations at some azimuths. The 28 October 2012 Haida Gwaii M w 7.8 earthquake, with a stress drop of~5 MPa, is well constrained to have shallow depth by both seismic and tsunami modeling and has a rupture velocity of 2.3 km/s, significantly larger than that for comparably shallow tsunami events; thus, the variability at shallow depth appears to be real. Examination of Δσ E versus H c for each of the 17 subduction zones separately (Text S1) shows general similarity with the composite behavior in Figure 5a . Central America displays a trend of increasing stress drop with depth from 10 to 30 km, but the scatter is too large or the number of data is too small to resolve depth dependence in any of the other regions. We do not detect significant baseline shifts in stress drop between regions either. Detailed analysis of larger numbers of events in each region, including smaller events, is warranted, but our large events do not indicate strong regional patterns.
In Paper 1, it was established that the product V r 3 Δσ E is very stable for each event across the suite of models with V r ranging from 2 to 3 km/s. It is appealing to explore this parameter, as it is relatively free of modeling assumptions. Figure 5b shows that V r
3 Δσ E has a pattern with source depth opposite to that for the duration Figure 5 . The ranges of (a) stress drop, Δσ E , and (b) the product of V r 3 Δσ E , plotted versus average depth of the slip distribution from the finite-fault inversion. The stress drop, Δσ E , is calculated from variable slip finite-source models with V r = 2.0 km/s (upper cyan estimates) to V r = 2.5 km/s (circles) to V r = 3.0 km/s (lower magenta estimates). The stars are for group 1 finite-fault models with independent estimates of V r . Events with high or low values are labeled. Tsunami earthquakes are highlighted with red text. The symbol colors denote M w . The linear and log averages of the entire population are indicated by the labeled green dashed lines.
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estimates, consistent with equation (1). The low rupture velocity tsunami earthquakes are well isolated from the other events with average values about a factor of 20 lower than the overall population. The behavior appears to be either a step change or a rapidly increasing trend for source depths from 5 to~18 km, although events like 2012 Haida Gwaii deviate from either pattern.
Far-Field Source Spectrum Analysis
To investigate frequency-dependent seismic radiation characteristics across the megathrust, we evaluate whether there is any variation with source depth in high-frequency spectral decay, moment-scaled radiated energy, or apparent stress parameters for the 114 M w ≥ 7 interplate thrust events.
The moment rate spectrumÁ M f ð Þ , or source spectrum, at frequencies higher than 0.05 Hz in this study is obtained from the observed ground displacement spectrum (û(f)) at a station bŷ
where V α,β and ρ h are the P wave or S wave velocity and density at the source region, R E = 6371 km is the radius of the earth, g(Δ)/R E is the geometric spreading for each path at teleseismic distances, C is the free surface receiver effect, and Î(f) is the instrumental response. t * is the attenuation factor (equal to the travel time divided by the path-averaged Q factor); we use the attenuation model from Pérez-Campos et al.
[2003], with t * reducing with increasing frequency, as determined by reconciling teleseismic and regional estimates of seismic energy. R(θ,ϕ) is the average radiation pattern for P, pP, and sP phases for the final average focal mechanism and centroid source depth from the finite-fault inversions. Because the depth phases are difficult to separate for large shallow earthquakes, we applied the combined correction for the P, pP, and sP phase amplitudes formulated by Boatwright and Choy [1986] . These corrections are appropriate only for frequencies above~0.05 Hz. To obtain the average source spectrum for frequencies above 0.05 Hz, we logarithmically average the individual-corrected moment rate spectra from (2) for stations with good azimuthal coverage and stable radiation pattern coefficients.
To estimate the source spectra at frequencies lower than 0.05 Hz, we use the spectra computed from the moment rate functions obtained by the finite-fault inversions of teleseismic body waves. We normalize the low-frequency level to the long-period GCMT seismic moment.
We combine the source spectra from the finite-fault moment rate functions and from the average P wave observations to obtain broadband source spectra for frequencies up to about 1-2 Hz. In most cases, the spectral estimates are consistent in the vicinity of the cross-over frequency of 0.05 Hz. The gray curves in Figure 6 show representative source spectra thus computed for the 21 February 1996 Peru, 18 April 2014 Guerrero, and 16 August 2005 Honshu earthquakes. These are typical of the source spectra for major and large events in the shallow domain A, domain B, and deep domain C regions, respectively. There is some spectral notching structure near the corner frequency for each event, with a relatively stable low-frequency level and smoothly decaying spectrum above 0.1 Hz. The notches in the spectra are real source characteristics. The source spectra for all events are shown in Text S1, grouped by subduction zone.
We fit each average far-field source spectrum by a spectrum, ω Àn0 , given bŷ
where M 0 is the seismic moment, f c is the corner frequency, and n 0 is a constant that determines the high-frequency falloff. This form is similar to that of the standard Brune [1970] ω À2 spectrum, but we allow a more general spectral decay rate. We determined f c and n 0 by minimizing the difference between the predicted moment rate spectrum given by equation (3) and the observed spectrum. We use the seismic moment M 0 from the GCMT catalog, which is consistent with our finite-fault inversion solutions. The frequency band used for the spectral fitting is from 0 Hz to a high-frequency cutoff about 25 times the corner frequency, but 1 Hz is used as an upper limit for smaller events with large corner frequency. The red curves in Figure 6 shows the best-fitting ω 2). The source spectra for frequencies less than~0.05 Hz are from the moment rate function of the finite-fault model inversion of teleseismic P wave observations (Figure 3 ), and for frequencies higher than~0.05 Hz the spectrum is calculated by averaging broadband teleseismic P wave spectra corrected for an attenuation model, radiation pattern, and geometric spreading. The blue dash lines are the reference source spectra for ω À2 model with 3 MPa stress parameter, shear velocity 3.75 km/s, and seismic moments from GCMT solutions. The red lines are best-fitting ω Àn0 model with optimized corner frequency (f c ) and highfrequency fall-off rate (n 0 ). The green and magenta lines show linear regressions for slope of the high-frequency spectrum from 0.3 to 1.0 Hz and 0.3 to 2.0 Hz with slopes of n 1 and n 2 , respectively. Journal of Geophysical Research: Solid Earth 10.1002/2015JB012427 Honshu earthquakes; these capture the basic features of the corresponding average source spectra (gray curves) other than the notching at intermediate periods which is a manifestation of the specific shape of the individual moment rate functions (we match only the amplitude spectra, not the phase spectra). We obtained f c = 12 MHz, 35 MHz, and 35 MHz, and n 0 = 1.59, 1.63, and 1.42 for the three earthquakes with increasing source depths. Strong trade-off between the corner frequency and high-frequency decay rate is more evident for larger earthquakes, like the 1996 Peru, than for smaller earthquakes, like the 2014 Guerrero and 2005 Honshu, and this parameterization trade-off may blur the high-frequency characteristics from this model fitting presented below.
Our objective is not to precisely estimate the specific parameters of the spectral models and their formal uncertainties but rather to obtain stable overall characterizations of the spectra that permit comparisons between events. Figures 7 and 8 display the moment-normalized best-fitting ω Àn0 models and the ratios of each observed spectrum with respect to a reference ω À2 model, respectively, for all 114 events. The reference spectrum uses the seismic moment for each event and a Brune model stress parameter of 3 MPa with a shear velocity of 3.75 km/s and a scaling constant of 0.49. Because the corner frequency varies with magnitude, we compare the spectra for four magnitude bins (a) M w < 7.1, (b) M w 7.1-7.5, (c) M w 7.5-7.9, and (d) M w ≥ 7.9. Figure 7 includes reference curves for spectral decay rates of ω À1 and ω
À2
, and it is apparent that most events are fit by spectra with intermediate decay rates out to 1 Hz. Given that a consistent attenuation model is used for all events, we believe that the variability between events for different depths is a real feature, although both the absolute attenuation level and regional distribution of attenuation may vary between events. In both figures, there are systematic increases of the high-frequency radiation with source depth (the Journal of Geophysical Research: Solid Earth 10.1002/2015JB012427 color coding) for magnitude ranges 7.1-7.5, 7.5-7.9, and 7.9-9.0 (Figures 7b-7d and 8b-8d) but large scatter for small events (M w < 7.1) (Figures 7a and 8a) . We explore this depth-varying behavior in the following sections 3.1-3.4. Figure 9a shows the variation of high-frequency fall-off rate parameter, n 0 , obtained from the spectral fitting (Figure 7 ) with the average source depth, H c , from finite-fault inversions. The value of n 0 exhibits a large scatter for shallow events including the large tsunami earthquakes without obvious dependence on magnitude (indicated by symbol size). The average value of n 0 is about 1.64, and the mild depth dependence indicated by the regression curve suggests that deeper megathrust events may have slight enrichment in highfrequency spectral levels. The trend in the data that leads to the negative slope is clarified by plotting average values in 5 km depth bins (squares, with two standard deviation ranges indicated). The coefficient of determination, R 2 = 0.139.
High-Frequency Spectral Decay
Since there is some trade-off between n 0 and f c in the spectral fitting and there is often notching of the source spectrum around the corner frequency, we use two additional simple parameters to more stably characterize the high-frequency spectral decay. We made simple linear regressions of the high-frequency source logarithmic spectrum to determine the slope (decay parameters) for frequency bands 0.3-1 Hz (n 1 ) and 0.3-2 Hz (n 2 ). These frequency bands are typically well beyond the corner frequency, as apparent in Figure 7 . In most cases, we are confident about the source spectrum estimates up to~1 Hz. For some events, the spectrum tends to flatten rapidly above 1 Hz as a result of hitting a noise floor, reducing n 2 compared to n 1 , while in some cases mild concave upward curvature of the spectra is observed, also reducing n 2 compared to n 1 . But in many cases the spectrum falls off smoothly out to 2 Hz with no indication of noise contamination (spectral slope fitting for all events is shown in Text S1). While still having large variability, these measures display quite clear trends of decreasing n 1 (R 2 = 0.225) (Figure 9b ) and n 2 (R 2 = 0.325) ( Figure S1a in the supporting information) with source depth, with stronger negative slopes, and less scatter than for n 0 . The depth variation is more pronounced for n 2 , but we consider those estimates somewhat less reliable overall.
The trend in Figure 9b , while capturing a limited bandwidth spectral behavior, further supports the interpretation that the relative level of high-frequency seismic radiation increases for deeper megathrust events . However, the net effect is somewhat obscured by the large variability. Although tsunami earthquakes are notable in having depleted high-frequency radiation, they are not distinct from other shallow earthquakes in their high-frequency decay rate (Figure 9b ), indicating that the source radiation for all shallow 
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megathrust events is slightly different from that of deeper events. Consideration of the regional subduction zone patterns (Text S1) shows similar trends, albeit with lots of scatter, in several regions with sufficient data over a wide range of depths, including Central America, Peru/N. Chile, Vanuatu (New Hebrides), Solomon Islands, Sumatra, the Philippines, and Kuril/Kamchatka. This suggests that a widespread behavior underlies this modest depth dependence.
The various estimates of spectral decay slope (absolute values, n 0 , n 1 , and n 2 ) for M w ≥ 7 events are systematically smaller than 2 (Figure 9 ), whereas many smaller earthquakes appear to follow a standard ω À2 model [e.g., Hough and Seeber, 1991; Shearer et al., 2006] . Such low spectral decay rates are similar to observations by Polet and Kanamori [2000] and Allmann and Shearer [2009] . Since extrapolation of the lower decay rates to higher frequency would result in unbounded energy, the decay rate must increase at a higher frequency.
The observed low decay rate may be a manifestation of "compound" ruptures of different scale asperities.
As depth increases, a distribution of more small (high corner frequency) asperities and fewer large (low corner frequency) asperities could yield a composite spectrum that has a reduced slope over a limited frequency band. This scenario is consistent with the notion from that deeper events tend to be enriched in high-frequency radiation due to sampling a distinct population of small-scale asperities as the deep limit of the seismogenic zone is approached. Dynamic modeling of source spectra for models with multiscale heterogeneities would offer one way to test this idea further.
Radiated Energy
The total radiated seismic energy from a double-couple point source in a homogeneous whole space can be calculated from the source spectrum,Á M f ð Þ, by
or from the ground velocity spectrum,Á u f ð Þ, by
where notations are the same as for equation (2). Based on equation (4a), we determine the radiated energy for each station from the observed ground velocity spectra following the method of Venkataraman and Kanamori [2004] and then average the station estimates in a logarithmic sense to estimate the radiated energy for frequencies above 0.05 Hz. The time window for each event is carefully chosen to include most P wave group arrivals while minimizing the scattered coda energy and PP phases. For some events there is a substantial fraction of radiated seismic energy at frequencies less than 0.05 Hz, especially for tsunami earthquakes Lay et al., 2013a] . We account for the low-frequency radiated energy as follows. First, from each source spectrum as shown in Figure 6 , we estimate the ratio of cumulative energy over the lowfrequency band, f ≤ 0.05 Hz, to the high-frequency band, f ≥ 0.05 Hz. This does not involve the absolute energy. Then we scale the average radiated energy estimates for f ≥ 0.05 Hz using (4a) with this ratio to retrieve the low-frequency contribution and total radiated energy.
Uncertainties in radiated energy estimates are introduced by lack of constraint on the average P and S wave velocities around the source, limited data bandwidth, uncertainty in wave propagation corrections (particularly attenuation), uncertainties in radiation pattern corrections, and source directivity effects. It is also recognized that the free surface interaction for very shallow events may lead to overestimation of the low-frequency energy [Rivera and Kanamori, 2014] . Venkataraman and Kanamori [2004] show that the directivity corrections for dip-slip earthquakes with rupture that expands primarily along strike are generally less than a factor of 2, and we tried to include data with as uniform azimuthal coverage as possible to reduce this effect. Figure 10a shows our radiated energy estimates for the 114 M w ≥ 7 events in this study computed for an upper frequency limit of 1 Hz. For three events larger than M w 8.5, we adopt E R estimates reported by (Table S1 in Paper 1) because special efforts were made to determine the long-period energy contributions that dominate the radiated energy for those huge events. It is hard to define a uniform upper limit of frequency given the low S/N ratio in teleseismic P wave recordings for events of variable size, but 1 Hz
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appears to be compatible with most of the observed source spectral noise levels. The absolute levels of the high-frequency energy estimates depend on the attenuation model, which is approximated as being uniform but certainly has path-dependent variations that are averaged in each case. Many spectra appear to be well behaved up to about 2 Hz (or higher), but some are contaminated by noise. If we uniformly compute radiated energy estimates using frequencies up to 2 Hz, higher radiated energy estimates are, of course, obtained. There are substantial differences, up to about a factor of 2, in radiated energy estimates for smaller events (M w~7 .0-7.4) when using upper frequency limits of 1 Hz versus 2 Hz and modest differences for large events (M w >~7.5) but no obvious bias for events at different source depths. If we compare our up-to-1 Hz estimates of radiated energy with routine catalog estimates for the same events, we find good consistency with broadband estimates from the Incorporated Research Institutions for Seismology SPUD implementation of the method of Convers and Newman [2011] (http://www.iris.edu/spud/eqenergy) ( Figure 10b ) but somewhat higher values than the U.S. Geological Survey National Earthquake Information Center (USGS-NEIC) estimates based on Boatwright and Choy [1986] (Figure 10c ). The latter difference may be due to our inclusion of the additional contribution from low frequencies, differences in frequency bandwidth used, differences in assumed contribution from S wave energy, or differences in the attenuation models used. The large tsunami earthquakes stand out as having low radiated energy for all three databases. The depth-dependent distribution of radiated energy will be quantified in detail below.
Moment-Scaled Radiated Energy and Apparent Stress
The radiated energy E R scaled by seismic moment M 0 is an important measure of the rupture processes and has been explored for investigation of depth-varying characteristics [e.g., Ma and Hirakawa, 2013] . Figure 11a shows our measurements of this ratio using the radiated energy estimates up to 1 Hz as functions of source depth H c . The highlighted tsunami earthquakes clearly stand out from the other large megathrust events in this study, along with other earthquakes with strong observed tsunami or very shallow ruptures such as the 17 November 2000 (21:01 GMT) Papua event [Geist and Parsons, 2005] , 27 August 2012 El Salvador earthquake , and 6 February 2013 Santa Cruz Island earthquake .
Relatively low values for the 1990 Costa Rica and the deeper Papua events are of interest for further examination. The low E R /M 0 of the tsunami events relative to other comparably large earthquakes is compatible with the results of Newman and Okal [1998] . Moment-scaled radiated energy measures have large scatter from 1×10 À6 to 4×10 À5 with an average of~1.06 × 10 À5 but no apparent magnitude (Paper 1) or depth dependence apart from the shallow tsunami event population. There is a subtle increasing trend with source depth in some individual subduction zones such as Mexico, Central America, Vanuatu (New Hebrides), and Japan (see Text S1), but the data are too sparse to place much confidence in those trends at this time.
Apparent stress, defined as the product of the rigidity and moment-scaled radiated energy, has often been related to dynamic rupture processes (Paper 1). If rigidity is assumed to be constant for all megathrust Figure 10 . Estimates of radiated energy for the events considered in this study from (a) this analysis, using the procedure described in the text (circles for models with assumed V r and stars for models with independent estimates of V r ). Most results for this study for giant earthquakes (M w > 8.5) are comparable with those from , except large discrepancy for the 2011 M w 9.1 Tohoku earthquake as indicated by the cyan star. (b) IRIS implementation of the method of Convers and Newman [2011] and (c) USGS-NEIC [Boatwright and Choy, 1986] , as functions of GCMT seismic moment. The measures for large tsunami earthquakes are labeled in red. The dashed curves are for constant logarithmic scaling of E R versus M 0 .
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environments, say 30 GPa, as used in many previous studies, the apparent stress would be directly proportional to moment-scaled radiated energy presented in Figure 11a . We compute apparent stress using the depth-dependent rigidity determined from the velocity models incorporated in our finite-fault inversions. The slip-weighted average rigidity for the rupture model is used as the effective rigidity. Resulting variations of apparent stress with the source depth for our major and large events (Figure 11b ) are naturally quite similar to the moment-scaled radiated energy patterns, but the shallow tsunami earthquakes are more distinctive, due to the product of low E R /M 0 and low source region rigidity. The average value is 0.56 MPa. The overall pattern of apparent stress, with an increasing trend at shallow depth (H c <~18 km) but no trend at larger depth, is similar to that in moment-scaled source duration and V r 3 Δσ E . Because the actual values of rigidity, particularly at very shallow depth, in the megathrust environment are not well constrained, it is hard to formally estimate uncertainties in the apparent stress values. However, apart from the baseline shift to low values around 0.1 MPa for the tsunami earthquakes and some other shallow events, there is no clear dependence on earthquake depth over the megathrust for our global population of major and great events at large source depths. The individual subduction zones with a pattern of increasing moment-scaled radiated energy with increasing depth noted above all have slightly more pronounced patterns for apparent stress due to the increase in rigidity with depth in our source models (Text S1).
High-Frequency Radiated Energy Fraction
A systematic way to detect any depth variation in the relative amount of high-frequency radiated energy above a frequency, f 1 , is to compute the ratio, r(f 1 ), of high-frequency radiated energy to the total radiated energy. For an ω À2 model this ratio is given by
As f 1 > > f c , the ratio approaches 
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This shows that the high-frequency radiated energy ratio is essentially controlled by the corner frequency. Since
, this ratio is magnitude-dependent for a uniform f 1 . To assess any variation of high-frequency energy with centroid depth, we show the high-frequency ratios for two magnitude bins in Figure 12 . There is certainly a scatter but a clear positive slope of the ratio (high-frequency energy from 0.3 to 1 Hz)/(total radiated energy) with source depth for events with M w 6.9-7.5 (R 2 = 0.257) and M w 7.5-9.1 (R 2 = 0.315). Even stronger trends are found for energy ratios using the radiated energy computed from 0.3 to 2.0 Hz (R 2 = 0.424) ( Figure S1b ).
This behavior is consistent with what was found for the high-frequency decay rate of the source spectrum, as it is essentially an integral measure of the same spectral behavior. Among the individual subduction zones, a corresponding pattern is observed for Peru/N. Chile, New Zealand, Vanuatu (New Hebrides), Sumatra, and Kuril/Kamchatka (Text S1). The increase in relative amount of high-frequency radiated energy is systematic but too weak to cause the total moment-scaled radiated energy to display a strong trend with source depth. The increase in r(f 1 ) with depth is important for understanding strong ground-shaking hazard produced by the high-frequency part of the spectrum.
Discussion
Determining physical controls on seismic rupture characteristics of plate boundary megathrust faults is challenging due to observational limitations of both the seismic and environmental parameters, as well as the existence of both along-strike and along-dip variations. Distinctive tsunami earthquake rupture properties, such as unusually long source duration, low rupture velocities, low static stress drop, low moment-scaled radiated energy, and large slip to the trench, have been related to low source region rigidity associated with subducted sediments [Kanamori and Kikuchi, 1993] . Additionally, tsunami earthquake characteristics have been related to rupture on splay faults or backstop frontal faults in addition to the main megathrust [Moore et al., 2007] . Anelastic deformation of the sedimentary wedge during shallow ruptures has also been proposed to explain properties of tsunami earthquakes [Ma and Hirakawa, 2013] . Several physical parameters, such as fluid distribution and pore pressures, mineralogical composition related with dehydration processes, incoming plate morphological structure, and rate-and state-dependent frictional conditions, have been invoked to explain variable high-frequency seismic radiation for deep events along megathrusts [e.g., Lay and Bilek, 2007] .
Frictional Heterogeneity on the Megathrust
The lack of depth dependence of static stress drop (Δσ E ) for major and great megathrust earthquakes globally and in individual subduction zones indicates that the observed seismic radiation characteristics are largely insensitive to normal stress variations. In addition, we find no clear trends with source depth for the dynamic source parameters discussed in Paper 1, radiation efficiency η R and fracture energy per unit area G (Figure 13 ). The radiation efficiency is defined as the ratio of radiated energy to the total available potential energy (ΔW 0 ),
Δσ , which involves the ratio of the apparent stress to static stress drop. The absence of depth dependence of radiation efficiency implies that there is no systematic variation of energy partitioning during earthquake rupture with source depth. These observations suggest that overall dynamic rupture processes are relatively insensitive to source depth, and the systematic, although modest enrichment of highfrequency seismic radiation with increasing source depth may be the results of heterogeneity on the rupture surface along the megathrust.
The notion of depth-dependent scale lengths of megathrust heterogeneities (Figure 14) has been advanced as a means for explaining the depth variation of seismic radiation illustrated by the schematic model in Figure 1 . Large aseismic or conditionally stable regions at shallow depth (domain A with source depth <~18 km) arising from the presence of sediments and pore fluids may produce slow rupture Figure 14 . Cutaway schematic characterization of the megathrust frictional environment, related to domains A, B, and C defined in Figure 1 . Regions of unstable frictional sliding are red regions labeled "seismic." Regions of aseismic stable or episodic sliding are white regions labeled "aseismic." Orange areas are conditional stability [Scholz, 1998 ] regions, which displace aseismically except when accelerated by failure of adjacent seismic patches. Domain A is at shallow depth where sediments and pore fluids cause very slow rupture expansion even if large displacements occur in tsunami earthquakes. Domain B has large, relatively uniform regions of stable sliding that can have large slip but generate modest amounts of high-frequency radiation upon failure. Domain C has patchy, smallerscale regions of stable sliding surrounded by conditionally stable areas. When these areas fail, coherent high-frequency radiation is produced. Small, isolated patches may behave as repeaters when quasi-static sliding of surrounding regions regularly load them to failure. Domain D is dominated by aseismic sliding, but many small unstable patches can rupture in seismic tremor when slow slip events occur. Modified from Lay [2015] .
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expansion and inefficient seismic wave generation, resulting in low moment-scaled radiated energy and significantly low apparent stress enhanced by low rigidity, even though large displacements occur in tsunami earthquakes. At source depths spanning from 15 to 30 km, there are large, relatively uniform regions with unstable sliding frictional properties, i.e., asperities, or area with large coseismic slip, that generate modest amounts of spatially distributed high-frequency radiation upon failure. The downdip part of the megathrust may be enriched in patchy, smaller-scale asperities surrounded by "aseismic" conditionally stable areas, which would produce enhanced localized bursts of high-frequency seismic radiation during rupture. In general, the depth-varying properties of sediments at shallow depths from 5 to~18 km may contribute to a step change or rapidly increasing trend of moment-scaled duration and apparent stress. The increase of highfrequency radiated energy fraction, and the associated decrease of high-frequency decay rate, with source depth may be related with gradual increase of the percentage of isolated, small-scale asperities as shown in Figure 14 . Further quantitative modeling of effects on seismic radiation from sediments and multiple-scale heterogeneities along the megathrust, such as that done by , framed by the extensive kinematic observations presented in this study, is desirable. 
Correlation With Slab Properties
The global sampling provided by the data set in this study enables some tests of correlation of seismic radiation attributes with pressure-and/or temperature-dependent properties of the megathrust. We correlate the depth-varying high-frequency spectral decay and high-frequency radiated energy ratio estimates from this study with estimates of slab age, slab dip angle, plate convergence velocity, and sediment thickness as summarized by Syracuse et al. [2010] , along with 2-D kinematically modeled slab surface temperature at 30 km depth for 56 segments of global subduction zones [Syracuse et al., 2010] . We did not find systematic trends for both high-frequency seismic radiation measures as a function of slab age, geometry, convergent rate, or sediment thickness (Figure 15 ).
However, we find some (admittedly weak) correlation between both high-frequency spectral slopes and high-frequency radiated energy ratios with slab temperature at 30 km (Figures 16 and S2) , with the sense that relatively enriched high-frequency seismic radiation correlates with colder slab interface conditions. As there could be a systematic reduction of average attenuation factor with increasing depth or decreasing slab interface temperature, we cannot uniquely attribute this tendency to temperature effects on frictional properties or on stress heterogeneity, but further work to explore any temperature relationships to seismic radiation is encouraged. The sense of correlation that we find for the global data set is consistent with the regional results found for the Japan trench megathrust, where the extensive high-quality regional seismic data allowed inference that observed strong high-frequency ground shaking from deep megathrust events is due to a combination of relatively enriched high-frequency source spectra and low attenuation path effects .
Conclusions
Depth-dependent variations of rupture characteristics for 114 M w ≥ 7 interplate subduction zone megathrust earthquakes from 1990 to 2015 have been explored. The source characteristics are estimated using uniform methodologies, finite-fault inversion, and source spectrum analysis applied to teleseismic body wave observations. There is no trend of moment-scaled source duration and centroid time, static stress drop, or moment-scaled radiated energy with depth other than low values being found for very shallow tsunami earthquakes and a few other shallow events. However, there is a moderate systematic increase in the relative amount of high-frequency seismic radiation for deeper megathrust events, manifested in reduced highfrequency fall-off slopes of the average source spectra and increased ratios of high-frequency radiated energy to total radiated energy as depth increases. There is a weak correlation of these high-frequency measures with estimated average megathrust temperature, with colder megathrust environments tending to have somewhat enriched high-frequency radiation. This raises the possibility that the depth-varying seismic characteristics may result from frictional and/or attenuation variations influenced by temperature. Statistical comparisons of seismic measurements with slab and plate interface parameters require larger data sets to consider two-dimensional and regional variations. Efforts to directly estimate physical variations of large ruptures, such as size and patterns of large slip patches on megathrusts, could potentially help to reveal the mechanisms of the observed depth-varying rupture characteristics.
